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E C O N O M I C R E L A T I O N S BETWEEN FAST
AND H E A V Y WATER P O WER REACTORS

by

W. Bennett Lewis

Abs tract

Heavy w a t e r r e a c t o r s arc the best friends of fast reactors in

the i m m e d i a t e f u t u r e because (1) they will serve to keep the

p r i c e of uranium d o w n , (2) they can produce p l u t o n i u m both

most p l e n t i f u l l y and most c h e a p l y . Comparisons are charted

and d i s c u s s e d to e x a m i n e the total uranium r e q u i r e m e n t , fuel

c y c l e s and p r o c e s s i n g costs in the two reactor t y p e s . Use

of heavy water n a t u r a l uranium reactors would help fast

r e a c t o r s to secure their initial fuel inventory at the lowest

c o s t . Very large capacity heavy w a t e r reactors seem likely

to be built ahead of fast power reactors that could achieve

the s a m e economy of s c a l e . East reactor d e v e l o p m e n t is still

at the stage w h e r e a 350 MUe p r o t o t y p e lias yet to be b u i l t .

11 c a v >' w a t e r r e a c t o r s will 1 i v e h a p p i 1 y w i t h good fast b r e e d e r s

that p r o d u c e a s u r p l u s of cheap plutonium as that can be a

s e c o n d f u e l . A l t e r n a t i v e l y , if the fast r e a c t o r itself can

be c o m b i n e d in d e s i g n with a D?0 and thorium s y s t e m so that

the e x t r a n e u t r o n s are supplied directly,, they could make a

c o m b i n a t i o n w i t h e x t r e m e i y low total fuelling c o s t s . Increased

p r i c e s for u r a n i u m would then h a v e only a m i n o r e f f e c t .

Chalk R i v e r , Ontario

M a r c h , 1970
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Résumé

Les réacteurs à eau lourde seront les meilleurs amis

des réacteurs rapides, dans l'avenir immédiat, car ils

permettront (1) de restreindre le prix de l'uranium et

(2) de produire du plutonium en très grandes quantités et

a très bon marché. Les comparaisons font l'objet de tableaux

et des commentaires ont trait a l'ensemble des besoins en

uranium, aux cycles de combustible et aux coûts du retraitement

pour les deux types de réacteur. Les réacteurs alimentés par

de l'uranium naturel et modérés par de l'eau lourde aideraient

les réacteurs rapides à obtenir leur charge initial de

combustible au coût le plus bas possible. Des réacteurs''a

eau lourde de très grande capacité seront probablement

construits avant que des réacteurs rapides soient susceptibles

de bénéficier de la même économie de taille. Le développement

des réacteurs rapides n'en est pas encore au stade où un

prototype de 350 MWe puisse être construit. Les réacteurs à

eau lourde feront bon ménage avec les surrégénérateurs rapides

qui produiront un excédent de plutonium bon marché. Ce

plutonium, en effet, pourra servir de deuxième combustible.

Ou bien encore, si le réacteur rapide pouvait être conçu de

concert avec un système au D^O et au thorium, afin que les

neutrons supplémentaires soient fournis directement, on pourrait

avoir des centrales ayant des coûts de combustible extrêmement

bas. L'augmentation du prix de l'uranium n'aurait alors que

très peu d'effets.
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS BETWEEN FAST
AND HEAVY WATER POWER REACTORS

W. Bennett Lewis

It is well known that R.P. Hammond first brought to the attention
of the world that nuclear power on a large scale was potentially
so cheap it could be used for desalting water for general use.
His first proposal was based on fast reactors but then it was
realized that heavy water natural uranium reactors could also
meet thu challenge and much sooner, because as you are all aware
several 500 MW(e) heavy water reactors are already being built
and larger sizes present no special problem, whereas nobody has
yet had the courage to commit to construction a fast reactor for
more than 350 MW(e) and the western world is still designing
smaller prototypes.

It would, however, not be correct to suppose that fast and heavy
water reactors are simply competitors, there is in prospect a
complex symbiosis controlled by economic relations. Here I am
using "economics" in the broad sense of affairs of men and money.
Both play a part. In the narrower sense of simple costs and
exchange, I still maintain that there is no need for breeder
reactors, we can have our power just as cheaply forever without
them but man cannot leave the highest mountain unsealed or the
moon's surface untrodden so ho will probably make the fast reactor
enter the economic scene as a breeder just because it breeds and
that satisfies man's greedy nature-.

I will now show why heavy water reactors are the best friends of
successful fast breeder reactors especially in the United States,
but at the same time implacable competitors and keen pace setters
for poor fast breeders. There are two reasons why heavy water
reactors are the best friends of fast reactors in the immediate
future

(1) because they will serve to keep the price
of uranium down

(2) because they can produce plutonium both
most plentifully and most cheaply.
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In the United States the light water reactors are proliferating at
a fantastic rate and threaten thereby to force up the price of ura-
nium, which they consume extravagantly. The higher price of ura-
nium raises their fuelling cost and hence the cost of the plutonium
they produce. By comparison the heavy water reactors require a
much lower inventory of uranium and also extract more power from
what they consume, producing also more plutonium. Fig. 1 is
reproduced with additions from a lecture by Dr. G.T. Seaborg to
the British Nuclear Energy Society in London in October'1966. It
shows the effect on the cost of power of a rise in price of uranium
for several types of reactors and fuel cycles. I have added the
lines for the CANDU heavy water reactors in several fuel cycles.
If the fast reactors do not come along soon and buy the plutonium
the CANDU reactors would still hold the door open for them by keep-
ing the price of uranium down by changing their own fuel cycle.
A simple recycle of plutonium cuts the uranium consumption by nearly
half. Another factor of two or more is gained by recycling pluto-
nium with thorium.

In every talk I have given about heavy water reactor economics since
1964 and from talks and papers by many other authors you will find
it pointed out that neutron economical heavy water reactors, such
as CANDU, are very flexible in their fuel cycle. Without even
shutting down the reactor, while operating at full power the fuel
cycle can be progressively changed over a few years, (so as not to
waste any fuel already in the reactor) to any cycle that becomes
preferable through changes in the fuel market.

Today fuelling with natural uranium is cheapest. If the fast
reactors want plutonium, so much the better, the spent fuel can be
sold at a price, and the heavy water reactor net fuelling cost falls.

You may not yet all be aware where heavy water fuelling cost estimates
now stand. Without any sale of plutonium they can match the Brown's
Ferry cost of power that competes with coal at 19C/MBtu or $4 to
$5/ton. The comparison is shown in Table I (page 3) .

The return from the sale of plutonium depends mostly on the size of
the plant in which the chemical extraction is performed. The
balance of economics suggests that the net return would be about
0.15 and 0.2 mill/kWh, making the competition that much harder for
fast or any other types of reactor.

Recalling Fig. 1, if the price of uranium rises the competitive
position of coal improves but the CANDU reactors could hold their
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TABLE I

2200 MW(e) Brown's Ferry Estimates

Investment $/kW(e)

Energy Cost mill/kWh
Amortization
Fuel Cost
Operation & Maintenance
Heavy Water
Nuclear Insurance

Total

Coal

117

0.90
1.69
0.24
-

2.83

BWR

1

0
1
0

0

2

16

.89

.25

.19
-
.04

.37

PWR

121

0
1
0

0

2

93
39
18

.04

.54

CANDU

184

1.42
0.60
0.18
0.08
0.04

2.3^

advantage if fuel processing costs fall so that more elaborate fuel
cycles are economic or there is more gain from selling plutonium
for inventory to fast breeders.

Now let us look at another important aspect of the symbiosis.
This was a feature of Chauncey Starr's crystal ball article in
the final issue of Hue-Iconics last June. The editor epitomized
it in the sub-heading - "To realize savings in ore costs of
$30-40 billion by the year 2,000,. Dr. Starr sees the high-
performance fast breeder as the next prime development target with
back-up from the heavy water converter,"

The same story has been told several times by J.R. Dietrich, in
particular to the ANS meeting in Pittsburgh last November under
the title "The Problem of Past Breeder Inventory" and to the
American Power Conference in Chicago last April under the title
"Uranium Requirements for Nuclear Power". I will show two slides
from this study. The first (Fig. 2) supposes that all the
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plutonium produced in light water reactors is fed to the fast
reactors and their excess bred plutonium is also used by new
breeders." If the doubling time of the fast breeder is 7.2
years the total requirement for uranium for the projected U.S.
program peaks below 2 million tons of U 3O 8, but if the best
performance of economic breeders is a 20 year doubling time
the peak is much higher and later. The next slide (Fig. 3)
reproduces the upper curve and shows what could be saved by
building more fast reactors and fuelling them with separated
U-235 and this shows no early reduction in uranium demand but
a lower peak. A still lower peak is obtained by using in-
stead heavy water natural uranium reactors to feed plutonium
to the fast breeders. I will add to this information that
if there were no fast breeders at all but the CANDU reactors
conserved uranium by adopting the thorium cycle, the total
uranium ore requirement for the same power program would reach
only 6.5 million tons of U3Oflby 2050, but it would not peak
because the system is only a near breeder. In fact the annual
requirement would continue to rise with about tho same mean
slope. This would be quite ac^ptaok' ecoiionuca L ly , even
though the price of uranium might then have risen significantly.

The most important point to realize is that the lower inventory
in the early years will keep the price of uranium down, when
it is important to fast breeders because of the high cost of
the inventory of fissile material they require. Later it does
not matter that the demand may rise far above five million tons
for by then the price of uranium is contributing very little to
the cost of power, because of the use of near breeders or
breeders. There is plenty of uranium available in the world
at higher prices than now current. In 1964 I wrote "Even
at quite low costs (of power) there appear to be many routes
available to supply the world population of the future with its
power for electricity, heat, energy storage, portable fuel,
desalting water and local climate control. For example
sufficient power could come from nuclear fission in thermal
neutron reactors" that is from CANDU reactors and some other
neutron economical types. In that report I wrote of supply-
ing a world population of 14,000 million at 1 kW per capita
from 24 million tonnes of uranium per century. There is plenty
of uranium in the world for that, in the next few centuries our
successors might or might not even be nibbling at the 4500
million tonnes of uranium in the oceans. Moreover there have
been advances in the techniques for processing low grade uranium
ores both in Canada and elsewhere. It was reported from Sweden
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in 1966 that they could work their large deposits of shale and
produce uranium with all costs amortized at $12 to $14/lb U s0 e.
The United Kingdom at the same panel confirmed their 1964
report of a process for recovering uranium from the sea ustimaU-u
in the range $11 to $22/lb U 3O 8. In the long term, when iarqe
scale fuel reprocessing is established, these prices would rep-
resent a negligible penalty on nuclear power costs. Today,
however, while reprocessing costs are high and nuclear power
plants of relatively small capacity are being built, a lower
price for uranium can be very important to the competitiveness
of nuclear power. Use of heavy water natural uranium reactors
would help fast reactors to their initial inventory at the lowest
cost.

It will take me longer to explain the third feature oi the sym-
biosis of fast and heavy water reactors because the idea is quite
unfamiliar. You know that the fuel in last reactors is in two
parts described as core and blanket, it is often only by adding
in the new fissile material produced in the blanket that thvrc
is an overall breeding gain. A rather different division <>; the
fuel and its functions is appropriate in heavy water reactors on
the thorium cycle. Except for the initial start up the fuel is
introduced only a little at a time. When a fuel bundle of pi.ui,
thorium with no fissile material is added there is an immediate
absorption of neutrons with a negligible return of power for
several weeks until uranium-2 33 has arown in from the radioactive
decay of protactinium-2 33 . After that the !'-2 3J grows to JC
equilibrium amount and in a constant neutron flux the power out-
put remains effectively constant. After an irradiation to
6 n/kb the output, will have been about 32,000 MWd/kuTh .md the
accumulated fission products are absorbing neutrons so that it
pays to remove the fui-;L, recover the U-2 3 3 a few months later, w.
set the thorium aside fur 1 !J years. The function "! the t!. r I u:-

has been to provide power, 32000 MV.d kqTh, for a :: i n l : -urn a! :- i; ' i>
of neutrons. This merit of thorium compared wit!, ui .m î u:--2 iti is
shown in Fig. -1 . The fabricated fuel can be quite cheap at
$4 0/kgTh and 34% efficiency the fuel supply will have cost only

4 0 - 0 . 1 5 mill/kWh
2 4 • 3 2 • .34

It will, however, also yield about 15q U-2 3 3'kqTh -and .va lued .it
$14/g this is $210/kgTh or 0.8 mill/kWh and the extraction cost
should be only about 0.08 mill/kWh. So far the net cost is
negative, -0.57 mill/kWh, but the second fuel is lively to add
rather more. The function of the second fuel is m a m i y to s'i;
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the necessary neutrons as cheaply as possible. It will inciden-
tally also contribute some power. The second fuel may be U-235,
plutonium or U-233, whichever is cheapest at the time, or if a
special reactor is designed it may be a device like a small fast
reactor.

Any proper evaluation of the fuel cycle cost is as complex for a
near breeder as for a breeder. To make the point of the similar-
ity between the actual fuel cycle costs, I will ask you to follow
some simple arithmetic for the thorium near breeder cycle stripped
to the barest essentials. The fuelling cost is split into three
components, the fuel supply cost and inventory cost offset by the
credit on the spent fuel:

Fuel supply 360
24Be 24 x 49 0.34

= 0.90 mill/kWh

Inventory
charges

Pa 360
876.6ure 100 49 x 0.34

= 0.2 2 mill/kWh

Advance total 1.12 mill/kWh

Credit 220
24 49 0.34

= 0.55 mill/kWh

Net total = 0.57 mill/kWh

P = price in $/kgTh of total fuel of both kinds

Pc = credit in $/kgTh

B = MWd/kgTh

e = efficiency

u = utilization =0.8

r = rating kWt/kgTh

a = annual charge rate on inventory % = 7%

We may now compare these estimates with the fast reactor fuel
cycle target estimates reviewed by the USAEC in 1964:
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Reactor Design
Reactor Core
Reactor Blanket
Revised Total Breeding

Ratio
Revised Doubling Time

(Years)

In reactor Fuel Inven-
tory kg fissile/MW(e)

Gross Fuel Cost

Revised Pu (or U-233)
credi t

Net Fuel Cost

CE
Carbide
Carbide

1.41

7.2

1.187

0.82

0.39

0.43

GE
Oxide
Oxide

1.21

20

2.362
mill/kWh

0.88

0.15

0.73

W
Carbide
Oxide

1 .

J 9

3.

1 ,

0,

0,

. 38

.709

.00

. 3 y

.61

î
1
1

AECL

()X lde

N e a î -
h ret-a

1 .2

1 . 12

Û . rj r>

0 . r-7

Now, these estimates are not nearly as precise as they appear;
the U.S. evaluators noted that variations in their ground rule
could conceivably allow the net fuel costs to bo as high as
1 mill/kWh or as low as zero, or even negative. These latter
suppositions, of course, mean that someone else is paying the
fuelling cost, in these cases by paying a high price for the
excess plutonium.

fuel cycle cost
mill/kWh varies

The lowest
which 0.27
assumed to be 100 MWd/kgll.E. (H.E. = heavy elements, e.g.
in the core and would be 0.385 mill/kWh for 70 MWd/kqH.E.

in the table is 0.4 3 mill/kWh, of
approximately inversely with burn-up

Pu *
wh i cli

U)

is more assured, making the net fuel cost 0.54 miil/ku'h. For
the AECL CANDU design the maximum burn-up is 32 MWd/kgll.E. and
reasonably assured from experiments already carried out. The
U.S. evaiuators assumed the plutonium in the core was leased dt
4.7 5%/yr. If, instead, it were purchased, the Gross Fuel Cost
would be close to 2 mill/kWh but the credit would restore the
same net cost if the inventory charge was kept to 4.75%/yr.
For the AECL case the fuel was assumed purchased and the inventory
charged at ll/yr.

This discussion will have made it clear why I described the heavy
water reactors as implacable competitors and keen pace-setters for
poor fast breeders. They will live happily with qood fast
breeders that produce a surplus of cheap plutonium as that can
be the second fuel. Alternatively, if the fast reactor itself
can be combined in design with a DZO and thorium system so that
the extra neutrons are supplied directly, they could make
bination with extremely low total fuelling costs. I know
Weinberg has spoken of 1.5 mill/kWh total power cost from
large reactor system. The combined system should compete even w
that.

WBL/g
26/9/67

a con -
that Al'
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